Bible because he wants to rob you of your chance of salvation, whereas if you humble yourself (override your pride), become as a little child, pray earnestly and ask Jesus to come into your life (heart) God promises you will be saved forever by His grace not by good works. ---- ‘Praise God’.

John 3:16; For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.

For many informative answers about the Great Flood please refer to sources listed below.

(a) Ancient Secrets of the Bible; Video series.
   (1) Noah’s Ark, Was there a world-wide flood?
   (2) Noah’s Ark, Fact or Fable?
   (3) Noah’s Ark, What Happened to it?
(b) The Genesis Flood; J.C. WHITCOMB/H. M. MORRIS ~ P&R Publishing.
(c) The World That Perished; J.C. WHITCOMB ~ Baker Book House.
(d) www.icr.org
(e) www.AnswersInGenesis.org

Note: Video tapes available from some Christian book stores.

Visit our website at;
www.freechristiantracts.info

FACT 1: It is only in the last 150 years that people have turned away from the biblical account of Noah's Great Flood. (Genesis chapter 6,7,8,9). The reasons? Because they decided that Darwin's theories on evolution make more sense, and that we have evolved out of a mythical age of fairy tales into a full on dynamic, scientific world that can explain all things without reference to God.

FACT 2: Not one of the evolutionists' theories have ever been proven in relation to man or animals evolving. For example, the so called tree of evolution where one of their theories usually shows modern man originating as an ape at the trunk of the tree and several theoretical transitions to the tip of the branch doesn't prove anything. For there is no transitional proof for the theory. However variation within a species is common, eg humans, dogs, cows, birds, hybrid plants etc, but one kind can not cross the genetic (DNA) boundary. Rare cases of speciation and mutation exist, eg mules, involving loss of genetic information, not gain as evolutionists tell us. In fact evolution has been called by some a 'fairy tale for adults'.

FACT 3: There is a lot of scientific (geological and palaeontological) evidence to support the concept of an ancient catastrophic mega flood. One reason why some academics don't talk about this is because they have been indoctrinated by university thinking (status quo) which is too biased and prideful to accept the possibility of a catastrophic biblical event. They will think up a lot ridiculous theories but won't dare consider the biblical account.

FACT 4: There are legends of a great flood from nations and peoples all around the world, sometimes mentioning details, such as 8 people saved on a huge wooden vessel, who were then responsible for repopulating our earth. Incidentally some mathematicians say that our present world population is in proportion to the approximate flood date (2348 BC), taking into account plague, war, famine, etc.

Let's now look at the most likely pre-flood (antediluvian) possibilities from clues and descriptions as given from the Bible and other scientific sources.
ITEM 1: It seems that in the pre-flood times the earth (terrain) may have been relatively flat with no high mountains, and no deep oceans. There would most likely have been land bridges linking large continents with shallow seas and lakes, or one huge super continent with land locked lakes and oceans. This flat terrain would be ideal for large lumbering animals such as dinosaurs, elephants, mammoths etc. Also there would have been a great mix of species throughout the earth, including man because of the land bridges. For example, fossils of rhinoceros, camels etc. found in Nebraska, dinosaurs, elephants, mammoths etc. Also there would have been a great deep sea. For example, fossils of rhinoceros, camels etc. found in Nebraska, dinosaurs, elephants, mammoths etc. Also there would have been a great mix of species throughout the earth, including man because of the land bridges.

ITEM 2: The Bible says in Genesis 7:11 that there were "fountains of the great deep" suggesting a vast underground (subterranean) water layer running around the entire world in those days. It also suggests that it may never have rained in those times as the fresh water could come from springs, streams, dew and mists etc.

ITEM 3: The Bible also implies that there was a huge canopy of water in the upper atmosphere possibly holding billions of tons of water (Genesis 1:6,7). This would have been like a shield around the planet creating a somewhat ideal greenhouse climate with small polar ice caps and probably more like the Eden that Adam knew. A similar example of this type of canopy is around the planet Venus today but its vapour is toxic.

ITEM 4: The Bible tells us that God gave Noah instructions as to the size and how to construct an ark. The dimensions were approx. 370 metres long x 23 metres wide x 14 metres high. This would have made the ark something like an extremely huge gigantic shoe box with no particular naval architecture required. As there would only have to float, not be propelled or sailed, the ark didn't need a stern or a bow and would be basically flat bottomed. There have been scale models built and tested to this ark design which have passed seaworthiness tests with very good results. There here also had never been a vessel ever built larger than the ark until the 19th century.

ITEM 5: It seems that in the pre-flood times the earth (terrain) may have been relatively flat with no high mountains, and no deep oceans. There would most likely have been land bridges linking large continents with shallow seas and lakes, or one huge super continent with land locked lakes and oceans. This flat terrain would be ideal for large lumbering animals such as dinosaurs, elephants, mammoths etc. Also there would have been a great mix of species throughout the earth, including man because of the land bridges. For example, fossils of rhinoceros, camels etc. found in Nebraska, dinosaurs, elephants, mammoths etc. Also there would have been a great mix of species throughout the earth, including man because of the land bridges.

ITEM 6: The Bible tells us that God gave Noah instructions as to the size and how to construct an ark. The dimensions were approx. 370 metres long x 23 metres wide x 14 metres high. This would have made the ark something like an extremely huge gigantic shoe box with no particular naval architecture required. As there would only have to float, not be propelled or sailed, the ark didn't need a stern or a bow and would be basically flat bottomed. There have been scale models built and tested to this ark design which have passed seaworthiness tests with very good results. There here also had never been a vessel ever built larger than the ark until the 19th century.

Now with the preceding facts and speculative scientific ideas that have been put forward so far lets see what might have really happened in Noah's time. Also the Bible speaks of supernatural events, so they have to be allowed for in the same way that the academics speculate on theories like the universe evolving out of nothing.

The Bible reveals to us that God guided the animals to the ark and probably subdued them. These animals would most likely have been young and healthy juveniles not full size, for good reason. Not to forget that there would have been all of the land dinosaurs and so-called flying reptiles (pterosaurs) represented here as well. Now with all of the animals and birds etc. two of every kind represented, plus 8 people secured in the ark the Bible says "the fountains of the great deep were broken up and the windows of heaven were opened" "And the rain was upon the earth for forty days and forty nights" (Genesis 7:11,12). This means that God supernaturally caused The Great Flood to start and that the earth's crust cracked open, probably with fissures encircling the globe. This would have caused the underground waters (great deep) to jet out from the ground under very high pressure carrying mud and stone thousands of metres into the air. Also this would have triggered the water vapour canopy (windows of heaven) to condense and precipitate rain for forty days and nights.

The havoc would have been unimaginable, volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, mud and ash falling back to earth, dead humans, dead animals and masses of vegetation floating around or being buried under tons of mud, and rippling the sea that followed the Great Flood, probably some sort of backlash from the sudden climate change. This ice age would have caused the extinction of many species (many dinosaurs and allies probably became extinct around this time) and some plants as well.

Summary: This account of why today we have fossils, high mountains with fish fossils, extinct life forms, deserts with salt pans and shells (ancient sea or lake beds) bears testimony of a great flood and is a better explanation than the one secular academics are telling people to believe. The Bible states that God delivered His sovereign judgement on the pre-flood world because the people had turned to great wickedness. (Genesis 6:5). So what it comes down to is, do you want to believe in an Almighty God; or what men say, who cannot create a turnip, let alone a universe? Satan puts stumbling blocks before us such as disbelief in the